ABSTRACT
Simulations of Adsorption and In-plane Ordering of
Electrostatically Adsorbed Charged Colloidal Nanoparticles
by

Jennifer A Luna Singh
Self-limiting assembly of nanoparticle arrays promises to revolutionize
compliant device fabrication by enabling print-on-demand. Presently,
quantitative understanding of the relationship between the array order,
nanoparticle size, nanoparticle interactions, surface characteristics, and process
conditions remain elusive. Previous simulations have shown that tuning particle
and surface potentials, screening lengths, and particle concentrations can lead to
ordering. However, identifying the experimental conditions to observe these inplane order-disorder and order-order transitions for nanoparticles remains a
challenge. This study focuses on the ordering process during absorption of
electrostatically stabilized nanoparticles onto an attractive surface with varying
bulk concentrations of the nanoparticles in solution. The bond orientational
correlation function as well as Voronoi and 2D structure factor analysis is used to
determine the transition points between liquid, hexatic, and crystalline
nanoparticle arrays. To better understand the role of hydrodynamic interactions
between the particles simulations using Fast Lubrication dynamics were
compared to the Brownian dynamics simulations. Both Brownian dynamics and
Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations demonstrated that the critical effective
surface coverage required for the liquid-hexatic or hexatic-crystalline transition
point increases with increasing bulk concentration, while the critical timestep
decreases with increasing bulk concentration. The computational cost of Fast
Lubrication dynamics is approximately an order of magnitude greater than that of
Brownian dynamics. The inclusion of particle-particle hydrodynamic interactions
revealed a reduced bulk diffusion coefficient and the stochastic nature of the
ordering process. Identifying and understanding these transition points will help
elucidate experimental conditions necessary to create high resolution patterns
and smaller devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Motivation
Many current applications are based upon assemblies of nano-objects
which interact in purposeful ways. While small feature sizes are possible using
techniques such as E-beam and nanoimprint lithography printing, cost and
scalability are primary obstacles to engineering these surfaces. The challenge to
develop facile, efficient and robust ways of mass assembling ordered
nanostructures still exists. Potential uses in industries such as optics,
photovoltaics, and sensors drive the need for better insight into the fundamental
science driving these self-assembly methods. Bottom up self-assembly methods
have the potential to produce simple, inexpensive, and reproducible nanoarrays.
Basic understanding of nanoparticle adsorption and ordering can elucidate
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experimental conditions necessary to create high resolution patterns and smaller
devices. This study focuses on how structure evolves in electrostatic nanoparticle
self-assembly from stable colloidal solution.

1.2. Background
1.2.1. Adsorption
Several different approaches have been used to model the adsorption and
ordering of colloidal particles. Random sequential adsorption and 2D Lattice–
based Monte Carlo simulations both determine equilibrium surface structures
without including bulk effects. Random sequential adsorption is a simple model in
which a single particle attempts to randomly adsorb onto a surface. If the particle
does not overlap previously adsorbed particles, the particle adsorbs. Otherwise,
the particle’s adsorption is rejected and a new randomly selected position is
attempted. Adsorption attempts occur until particles are unable to adsorb [2], [3].
While the random sequential adsorption model has been expanded to
incorporate electrostatic interactions [4], hydrodynamics [5], particle tethering [6],
polydispersity [7], patterned surfaces [8], it has significant limitations that prevent
investigation of the adsorption and ordering process. The lack of in-plane surface
diffusion prevents ordering from occurring, and as previously mentioned, usually
no bulk effects are considered. Particles are adsorbed individually limiting
analysis of the adsorption process. Similarly, 2D Lattice–based Monte Carlo
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simulations only predict the equilibrium surface structure, but in contrast to
random sequential adsorption, allow for in-plane diffusion. Of most interest,
Monte Carlo simulations have been used to study the adsorption of particles with
a hard core and soft shell potentials resulting in unique equilibrium surface
structures such as stripes and clusters [9]–[12]. Like random sequential
adsorption, however, these 2D Monte Carlo simulations do not include any bulkeffects and the ordering process cannot be examined.
Brownian Dynamics Simulation have been studied allowing for the
analysis of the adsorption and ordering process [13]–[17]. This method captures
the effects of the physical parameters of the system such as electrostatic, van
der Waals, and Brownian forces. Further details of the governing equations used
for Brownian Dynamics Simulations of adsorption of electrostatically stabilized
nanoparticles onto an attractive surface are Given in section 2.1.
Oberholzer et al. developed a technique using grand canonical Monte
Carlo reservoir and Brownian dynamics simulation box to maintain constant bulk
concentration to study the adsorption process, but surface structures were not
analyzed [13]. Gray and Bonnecaze used an open boundary cell technique and
studied the effects of varying particle potentials, surface potentials, bulk
concentrations, and Debye screening lengths determining that the final surface
coverage and structure are almost independently controlled by wall potential and
particle potential, respectively [14]. Miyahara et al. used a similar Brownian
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Dynamics technique while varying the bulk concentration and Debye screening
length in order to analyze the last adsorption process before an ordered state is
formed. They determined that the mechanism for order formation is what they
called the “one-directional average force”, which is further discussed in
subsequent chapters [15]–[17].
Brownian Dynamics Simulations have been expanded to include bi -and
poly-dispersity [18], [19], patterned surfaces [19], and friction [20]. Nonetheless,
the surface size limitations of previous work have prevented determination of the
liquid-hexatic and hexatic-crystalline transition points. This study expands the
Brownian Dynamics simulation method to large scales in order to fully analyze
the disorder-order transitions.
1.2.2. Hydrodynamics
Simulation techniques for colloidal suspensions including hydrodynamic
interactions can be grouped into 2 categories: the fluid particles are explicitly
considered or the fluid is treated as a continuum. Methods using explicit solvents
include molecular dynamics, dissipative particle dynamics [21] and lattice
Boltzmann methods [22]. Methods treating the fluid as a continuum include
Brownian Dynamics with hydrodynamic interactions [23], and modern Stokesian
Dynamics algorithms [24], [25]. These methods are far too computationally
intensive to complete 3D simulations of the adsorption and ordering of
electrostatically stabilized nanoparticles onto an attractive surface for the time
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and length-scale required. Kumar and Higdon, recently developed a modified
version of the Stokesian dynamics technique known as Fast Lubrication
Dynamics with refinements required for long-time scale simulations. making the
inclusion of bulk hydrodynamic interactions viable [26], [27].
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Chapter 2

Computational Approach

The system studied consists of repulsive spherical particles in an aqueous
medium adsorbing onto a highly attractive surface. In order to study the surface’s
structure evolution, both large length and time scales are required. Traditional
molecular dynamic methods using explicit solvents are currently computationally
impractical for simulations of this size. Monte Carlo methods are computationally
efficient, but don’t allow for dynamic understanding of the adsorption and
ordering process. Thus a tradeoff between the systems complexity and
computational expense is necessary.
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2.1. Brownian dynamics
Brownian dynamics is a simulation method, which defines the motion of
particles with an implicit solvent. It is a simplified Langevin dynamics without
inertia. The force balance for all particles is

!
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where FC is the conservative force (particle-particle and particle-surface
potentials), FF is the viscous drag term , and FR is a random force due to the
solvent bumping into the particle at a given temperature. The random force is not
linked to any surrounding particles or the presence of a wall, so momentum is not
conserved and hydrodynamic interactions are neglected. A Langevin thermostat
with NVE integration is used in LAMMPS to perform Brownian dynamics [28]–
[30].
2.1.1. Interaction Potentials
Particle-particle and particle-surface interactions are modeled using DLVO
theory composed of electrostatic and van der Waals interactions. The repulsive
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where a is the particle’s radius,

r

is the distance between particle centers,

D

is

the distance between the surface and the particle’s surface, σ is the size of
constituent LJ particle, and App and Aps are Hamaker’s constants.
It should be noted that these interaction potentials are only valid for
systems where

κ a >1 . Physical parameters used in these simulations for

polystyrene latex spherical particles in an aqueous solution are given in Table 2.1
and the particle-particle and particle-surface interactions are shown in Figure 2.1
and 2.2, respectively. The inverse screening length, surface potential, and other
values given in Table 2.1 were chosen to represent a realistic experimental
systems [31].

Table 2.1 – Physical Parameters
Particle radius, a (nm)
Volume fraction, φ
Inverse screening length, κ (m-1)
Temperature, T (K)
Relative permittivity, ε
Surface potential, ψ 0 (V)
Hamaker constant, App (J)
Hamaker constant, Aps (J)

50
0.05 - 0.11
1x10-8
298
80
0.137
95x10-20
1.60x10-20
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Figure 2.1 – Particle-Particle Potential

2.1.1. Simulation Setup
Great care was taken to confirm the results presented are a result of the
kinetics of the system and not an artifact of the simulation setup. In order to
ensure that the box size and initial particle placement did not influence the
ordering process, the simulation setups shown in Table 2.2 were tested for
varying bulk concentrations. It was important to have a simulation box that
mimics experimental conditions with uniform bulk concentration throughout the
adsorption process and boundary conditions that do not influence the ordering
process.
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Figure 2.2 – Particle-Surface Potential

In order to maintain constant bulk concentration and hence constant
chemical potential, 2 methods were tested. The first method is to have a very tall
box such that the maximum number of adsorbed particles is about 2% of the total
number of particles, thus reducing the bulk concentration negligibly. A very tall
box also ensures that any particle density fluctuation or effects from the upper
boundary do not affect adsorption or ordering on the surface. For large bulk
concentrations, a very tall box height is 200 a . This method ensures that the
simulation’s top boundary condition does not effect adsorption, but requires large
computation expense due to the large
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Table 2.2 – Simulation Setups
Box Height
200a
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

100a

50a

x
x
x
x
x

Additional
Particles

None

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Gap Space
LAMMPS
Minimize

0

x

x

a

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Equilibrium Method
Periodic
Reflecting
Boundary z Boundary

4a

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x

number of particles in the system. This method also becomes impractical at small
bulk concentrations, since the size of the simulation box would need to increase
dramatically to ensure only 2% of the bulk adsorbs onto the surface.
The second method is to determine an appropriate box height based on
the maximum depletion length and the bulk diffusion coefficient. The maximum
depletion length was determined by analyzing the density fluctuations in the bulk
during adsorption due to the charged surface. The necessary box height needs
to be greater than the maximum depletion length plus the average distance
traveled by a particle in the bulk to reach the surface. This ensures that any
particle density fluctuation or effects from the upper boundary does not affect

x
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adsorption or ordering on the surface. To keep a constant concentration,
particles need to be added to the bulk as particles are adsorbed. Particle density
fluctuations near the surface and bulk diffusion coefficient depend on the bulk
concentration. Conservatively, the necessary box height was determined to be
100 a for bulk concentrations less than 0.08 and 50 a for bulk concentrations
greater than 0.08. For large bulk concentrations considered in this study, this
method can save considerable computational time by reducing the system size to
¼ or ½ of the required size using the tall box method. Several small scale
simulations using both methods were completed to confirm proper box height
was determined for each bulk concentration. Using an appropriate box height,
the two methods showed no significant difference is adsorption rate or phase
transition point.
Several methods for determining initial particle placement were tested
including random placement of particles with no equilibrating process, random
placement of particles using LAMMPS minimize command, random placement of
particles equilibrated for 106 steps with periodic boundary conditions in the x and
y directions and reflecting boundary conditions in the z direction, and random
placement of particles equilibrated for 106 steps with periodic boundary
conditions in all directions. In addition, the bottom z boundary was increased by a
gap space when periodic or reflecting boundary conditions were used in the z
direction. A gap space of minimum than length a ensured that particles were not
overlapping the surface and a gap space of length 4 a ensured no particles were
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initially on the surface. Short-time adsorption curves for the simulation setups A-I
in Table 2.2 for a simulation with bulk concentration of 0.11 are presented in
Figure 2.3. It was found that the initial particle placement greatly affected the
initial adsorption rate, but all of the initial simulation set-ups converged around
108 steps and the initial adsorption rate had no effect on the final adsorption or
phase transition points.
Since the work presented here focuses on the phase transition point,
which all occur well after 108 timesteps, the most computationally efficient setup

Figure 2.3 – Short-time adsorption curves for simulation setups A–I in
Table 2.2 for Brownian dynamics simulations with bulk concentration of
0.11
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was chosen to complete multiple simulations for full analysis. All results
presented in the following chapters will have a reduced simulation box height
based on bulk concentration with additional particles added as adsorption occurs
and the initial particle placement will be determined from random placement of
particles equilibrated for 106 steps with periodic boundary conditions in all
directions and a gap space of length a . A box length and width of 150 a is used
to ensure sufficient particles adsorb on the surface for statistical analysis as
order correlation functions require approximately 2000 particles on the surface to
be accurately determined [34].
2.1.2. Simulation Procedure
Particles are randomly placed inside the box such that they are a
minimum of 2.2 a away from one another. The particles are equilibrated in the
box for 106 steps with periodic boundary conditions in all directions using a
timestep of 0.03 (3.43x10-10 s). The bottom z boundary is increased by length a
and made a fixed wall with the above mentioned potential. The top z boundary is
set as reflecting and the x and y boundaries remain periodic. The system is run
for 3x105 steps with a timestep of 0.001 (1.14x10-11 s) to ensure particles close to
the charged surface do not overlap as initial adsorption occurs. The system is
then run at a timestep of 0.03 (3.43x10-10 s) for the remainder of the simulation.
Once a particle’s center point is at a distance 1.1 a from the surface, it is
considered adsorbed. To maintain bulk concentration, new particles are added to
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the top region of the simulation box a maximum distance of 3 a from the top
boundary every 103 steps in the same quantity as adsorbed. Each system was
run 3 times with different initial random particle placements. Due to the
computational time required for low bulk concentrations to adsorb and order, only
bulk concentrations greater than 0.04 are studied. A schematic of the procedure
and simulation box set-up is shown in Figure 2.4.
2.1.3. Assumptions
The Brownian dynamics simulation described includes several important
assumptions. As previously mentioned, the fluid is assumed to be still and
hydrodynamic interactions are ignored. It is also assumed that no gravity is
present. The surface is assumed to be frictionless.
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Figure 2.4 – Schematic of Brownian dynamics simulation procedure
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2.2. Fast Lubrication dynamics
The Fast Lubrication dynamics are incorporated in LAMMPS as
pairwise hydrodynamic interactions between mono-disperse spherical particles
with 2 components. The first component is the Ball-Melrose lubrication terms via
the formulas derived in Ball and Melrose describing the general expression for
the dissipation, W, of a pair of close spheres by transforming to the corotating
and cotranslating frame of the pair treated as a dumbbell [35]
X = −6:Y vZ − v2 ∙ nn 3 −6:\ ]Z + ]3 ∙ I − nn − 2Ω_
−6,` ]Z − ]3 ∙ I − nn

3

−6ab ]Z − ]3 ∙ nn

Ω_ = n× vZ − v2

3

3

L

where v1 , and v2 are the translational velocities, ]Z , and ]3 are the angular
rotations, r = Ln is the center the center vector between particle, and the
angular rotation if the dumbbell is divided into four components: squeeze, shear,
pump, and twist [36], [37].
The second component consists of the Fast Lubrication dynamics
approximation derived by Kumar and Higdon to balance forces and torques, & d
[26], [27]
& d = −W)e I − I f + W)g + f
where I represents the velocities and angular velocities of the particles, I f
represents the velocity and angular velocities of the undisturbed fluid, + f
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represents the rate of strain tensor of the undisturbed fluid with a given kinematic
viscosity, W)e denotes the component of the resistance tensor representing the
generalized force-velocity coupling, and W)g denotes the generalized force and
rate of strain tensor coupling.
2.2.1. Simulation Setup
Implementing Fast Lubrication dynamics necessitate a certain simulation
setup. Volume fraction calculations prohibit the addition of particles, so a large
box size is required to maintain constant bulk concentration. In addition, the
implementation of Fast Lubrication dynamics in LAMMPS does not allow for a
reflecting boundary on the top z boundary. To prevent particles from escaping
from the box or pooling at the top surface, a repulsive potential was added to the
top boundary. Therefore, the Fast Lubrication dynamics results presented in the
following chapters will have a simulation box height of 200 a and the initial
particle placement will be determined from random placement of particles
equilibrated with periodic boundary conditions in all directions and a gap space of
length a . A box length and width of 150 a is used to ensure sufficient particles
adsorb on the surface for statistical analysis as order correlation functions require
approximately 2000 particles on the surface to be accurately determined .
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2.2.2. Computational Cost
Fast Lubrication dynamics are computationally efficient compared to other
methods of incorporating hydrodynamic interactions. The addition of
hydrodynamics as well as the required simulation setup, however, significantly
increases the computational cost of these simulations when compared to
Brownian dynamics simulations. The estimated computational cost of Fast
Lubrication dynamics can be compared to that of Brownian dynamics as shown
in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3 – Computaional cost of Fast Lubrication dynamics compared to
Brownian dynamics simulations
Brownian dynamics
Timestep
Real Time
to complete a
timestep
(based on ppp
conditions)
Constant ϕ Method
Box Height
Top Boundary
Condition
Estimated Real Time
to complete simulation

-10

0.03 (3.43x10

s)

tstep
Small Box with
Additional Particles
For ϕ=0.07: H=100a
For ϕ= 0.09: H=50a

Fast Lubrication dynamics
-10

0.01 (1.14x10

s)

1.3 tstep

Big Box
H=200a

Reflecting

Repulsive

t

For ϕ=0.07: 7.8 t
For ϕ= 0.09: 15.6 t
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The required timestep for Fast Lubrication dynamics is a third of that used
for the Brownian dynamics solutions. Small scale simulations with all periodic
boundary conditions were used to determine the approximate real time required
to complete a timestep, which was determined to be approximately 1.3 times the
that required to complete a Brownian dynamics timestep. Due to the required
large box size, there are 2 to 4 times more particles in the system depending on
the bulk concentration. Thus, assuming that these additions affect the
computational cost linearly, the estimated real clock time to complete a Fast
Lubrication dynamics simulation is 7.8 or15.6 times longer that for a Brownian
dynamics simulation for bulk concentrations of 0.07 and 0.09, respectively. This
estimation is a best case scenario given that this estimation was based on small
scale periodic simulations and does not include the increased computational cost
due to the required repulsive top boundary. Given that the real time required to
reach the hexatic-crystalline transition point for the Brownian dynamics
simulations described using 256 processors with 16 cores each on a SGI ICE X
or Cray XC30 system requires 1 to 3 weeks depending on the bulk concentration,
the required real time and computational cost to compete a Fast Lubrication
dynamics simulations is substantial on the order of 8 to 24 weeks and 330,000 to
1,000,000 cpu hours. Due to the large computational cost of Fast Lubrication
dynamics, only a limited number of simulations were completed. Simulations for
bulk concentrations 0.09, and 0.11 were run for 8 weeks (330,000 cpu hours),
while simulations for a bulk concentration of 0.07 were run for 12 weeks (495,000
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cpu hours). Two simulations at each bulk concentration were completed. Despite
the shortcomings of the estimations, the real time required for large-scale
simulations for both bulk concentrations was within 20% of the estimation. The
estimation failed to account for the decreased diffusion coefficient observed in
the Fast Lubrication dynamics, which is discussed in Chapter 4, so the hexaticcrystalline transition points for the simulation required more computational time
than initially estimated.
2.2.3. Simulation Procedure
Particles are randomly placed inside the box such that they are a
minimum of 2.2 a away from one another. The particles are run in the box for
3x106 steps with periodic boundary conditions in all directions using a timestep of
0.01 (1.14x10-10 s) using Brownian dynamics to establish temperature in the
system. Hydrodynamic interactions are then added to the system and the
thermostat is modified to accommodate the Fast Lubrication dynamics while
maintaining Brownian motion at a constant temperature. The particles are then
equilibrated in the box for 3x106 steps with periodic boundary conditions in all
directions using a timestep of 0.01 (1.14x10-10 s).The bottom z boundary is
increased by length a and made a fixed wall with the same potential used in the
Brownian dynamics simulations. The top z boundary is increased by length a
and set as repulsive, while the x and y boundaries remain periodic. The system is
then run at a timestep of 0.01 (1.14x10-10 s) for the remainder of the simulation.
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Once a particle’s center point is at a distance 1.1 a from the surface, it is
considered adsorbed. Due to the large computational cost of these simulations,
only 2 runs at bulk concentrations of 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11 were completed. A
schematic of the procedure and simulation box set-up is shown in Figure 2.5.
2.2.4. Assumptions
Like the Brownian dynamics simulations, the Fast Lubrication dynamics
simulation described assumes the fluid is considered still with no external flow
present, no gravity is present, and the surface is assumed to be frictionless.
Hydrodynamic interactions in the bulk and between particles on the surface are
included, but hydrodynamic interactions between the surface and the particle are
ignored due to the complexity of implementing the interactions into the
simulations.
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Figure 2.5 – Schematic of Fast Lubrication dynamics simulation procedure
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2.3. Reduced Units
Lennard-Jones reduced units with

σ =1nm , ε = kT = 4.12 ×10−21 J , and

m = 5.39 ×10 −16 g were used for all of the simulations. All quantities in the

following chapters will be in reduced units unless otherwise noted and the
asterisks notation has been omitted for simplicity.
Distance, h ∗ =

h
Q

?
Time, $ = $
!Q 3
∗

Z
3

Energy, + ∗ =

+
?

Force, & ∗ = &

Q
?

In addition, all timesteps presented in the following chapters have been
normalized to a timestep of 0.03 (3.43x10-10 s). In an effort to easily extend the
results presented to any systems of colloidal particles, the effective surface
coverage rather than the surface coverage or number of adsorbed particles is
presented.
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Chapter 3

Analysis Methods

3.1. Voronoi
For a given set of points, a boundary can enclose each point such that any
arbitrary point within the boundary is closer to the given point in the boundary
than any other given point. The boundary is labeled a Voronoi polygon or cell and
the collection of all the Voronoi cells constructs a Voronoi diagram. Voronoi
diagrams can be used to visually characterize a systems ordered phase as well
as show defect concentrations.
Voronoi cells for perfect 2D hexagonal crystals consist of regular
hexagons. Real crystals’ Voronoi cells will consist of hexagons, but will not be
perfectly regular due to lattice fluctuations. As order decreases in the system,
highly irregular hexagon cells as well as pentagons and heptagon will be present
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representing defects. For the Voronoi diagrams presented in this work, cells are
colored based on their shape to clearly identify defects. Hexagons are white,
pentagons are pink, heptagons are green, and octagons are yellow. As shown in
Figure 3.1, disclinations are represented as single non-hexagonal cells, free
dislocations are characterized by paired pentagon and heptagon cells, and a
dislocation pair consist of two combined free dislocations. A grain boundary is
represented by a string of free dislocations. Voronoi diagrams for liquid phases
are dominated by disclinations [38], [34], [39].

a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 3.1 – Voronoi representation of defects. a & b: disclination, c: free
dislocation, d & e: free dislocations in the process of binding or unbinding,
f: dislocation pair
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3.2. Bond Orientational Correlation Function
The bond orientational correlation function, jR L , is a tool commonly used
in melting theory to identify phase transitions defined as
jR L = kl − km

= HR∗ kl HR km

with the local six fold bond orientational parameter defined as

HR kl

1
=
nm

ts

epRqrs
puZ

where nm is the number of nearest neighbors to particle A and vlm is the angle
between particle A and particle w with respect to a fixed reference axis. The
brackets denote an ensemble average.
The bond orientational correlation function has a value between 0 and 1
for all r. The degree of order of a system can be characterized by the decay of
jR L . For a perfect 2D hexagonal crystal, jR L = 1 and only exists at integer
multiples of the lattice spacing reflecting long-range order. Real crystals,
however, will have a value less than 1 due to lattice fluctuations. The quasi-long
range ordered hexatic phase is characterized by an algebraic decay of jR L due
to the existence of a small steady-state concentration of unbound dislocations.
The evolution from algebraic decay to exponential decay marks the anisotropic
hexatic to isotropic fluid phase transition. Free disclinations are present in shortrange ordered liquid phase. By computing the bond orientational correlation
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function as adsorption occurs, phase transition points can be defined [34], [39],
[40].

3.3. 2D Structure Factor
Further confirmation of phase identification can be acquired from
determining the structure factor as a function of time, defined as
1
x y, $ =
z

_

_

exp }ykp ~

exp −}yk $

puZ uZ

The isotropic structure factor x Ä is obtained through an angular average of the
structure factor x y . Figure 3.2 shows examples of 2D structure factors
corresponding to liquid, hexatic, and crystalline phases and their corresponding
Voronoi diagrams with defects highlighted and bond orientational correlation
functions. The structure factor for an isotropic liquid phase shows no defined
peaks. The hexatic phase’s structure factor exhibits six fold angular symmetry
with widened, slightly diffused peaks. Sharp, well defined peaks with six fold
angular symmetry characterize the crystalline phase. The structure factor alone
is insufficient to determine phases or transitions points, but when combined with
Voronoi diagrams and the bond orientational correlation function, the three tools
provide sufficient verification for phase analysis and transition points[34], [40],
[41].
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Figure 3.2 – Example Voronoi diagrams, 2D structure factors , and bond
orientational correlation fuctions for the a) liquid phase, b) hexatic phase,
and c & d) crystalline phase
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Chapter 4

Simulations & Analysis

Brownian Dynamic simulations at bulk concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09,
and 0.11 and Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations at bulk concentrations of
0.07, 0.09, and 0.11 are presented here. It should be noted that these
concentrations are several orders of magnitude greater than those commonly
used in experimental systems. Some previously published simulations were able
to model systems with concentrations an order of magnitude lower than those
presented here, but were far too small of systems to obtain statistical data for
ordering analysis [14], [19]. While the lower bulk concentrations were still
significantly greater than those used experimentally, they did allow the authors to
analyze the early diffusion limited adsorption regime as well as the long time
kinetically limited saturation regime. The time and length scales required for
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lower bulk concentrations, make large simulation impractical at this time. The
analysis presented here focuses on the kinetically limited regime[42]–[45].

4.1. Brownian dynamics Simulations
4.1.1. Adsorption
The adsorption curves for each of the Brownian dynamics simulations is shown
in Figure 4.1. While this simulation does not prevent de-adsorption from
occurring, no de-adsorption was expected or observed in any of the simulations
and the adsorption process is essentially irreversible. The adsorption process
matched previously published Brownian dynamics simulations of similar systems.
Consistent with the results presented by Miyahara et al., the plateaued effective
surface coverage obtained is dependent on bulk concentration due to the energy
barrier created by the adsorbed particles on the surface preventing the
adsorption of additional particles from the bulk [15]–[17]. Due to time constraints,
these simulations were not run to equilibrium, but rather to the beginning of their
plateau region. Given sufficient time, it is expected that adsorption would
continue occur until all of the simulations resulted in crystalline adsorbed
surfaces. Given infinite time, however, it is possible for the adsorption curves to
converge to a closed packed surface regardless of the bulk concentrations.
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Figure 4.1 – Adsorption curves for Brownian Dynamic simulations with
bulk concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11. For each bulk
concetration, the 3 simulations performed with different intial random
particle placement as dotted, dashed, and solid lines in the same color.

4.1.2. Ordering
For each of the Brownian dynamics simulations, the bond orientational
correlation function was used to determine the liquid-hexatic and hexaticcrystalline transition point during the adsorption process. The exact number of
particles adsorbed, n, and timestep at each transition point is given in Table 4.1.
The averaged adsorption curve for each bulk concentration and averaged
transition point for each bulk concentration is shown in Figure 4.2.
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For colloidal particles, the jamming limit from random sequential
adsorption models occurs at an effective surface coverage of 0.547. Using 3D
hard sphere crystallization fraction the order-disorder transition has been
estimated to occur at an effective surface coverage of 0.70 and a closed-packed
surface occurs at an effective surface coverage of 0.9069 [29], [46], [14]. In many
of the previous Brownian dynamics adsorption studies, the radial distribution
function has been used to qualitatively determine an order-disorder transition
point. In these simulations, a fixed surface coverage was assumed to be the
order-disorder transition point for a given particle-particle and particle-surface

Table 4.1 – Transition points for Brownian Dynamic simulations with bulk
concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11. For each bulk concetration, the
3 simulations performed with different intial random particle placement are
represented as BD1, BD2, and BD3.
Φ
BD 1
BD 2
BD 3
BD 1
BD 2
BD 3
BD 1
BD 2
BD3
BD 1
BD 2
BD 3

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.11
0.11
0.11

LIQUID-HEXATIC
n
Timestep
2040
2.7250E+09
2037
2.5500E+09
2050
3.4000E+09
2043
7.9500E+08
2059
8.8000E+08
2054
8.0000E+08
2083
2.3000E+08
2118
4.0000E+08
2087
2.3000E+08
2134
1.0500E+08
2216
5.0000E+08
2136
1.0000E+08

HEXATIC-CRYSTALLINE
n
Timestep
not reached during simulation
not reached during simulation
not reached during simulation
2079
1.4000E+09
2085
1.2500E+09
2085
1.4000E+09
2109
4.1000E+08
2135
6.0000E+08
2135
4.5000E+08
2213
5.0000E+08
2223
5.8000E+08
2163
1.7000E+08
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Increasing Φ

Figure 4.2 – Averaged adsorption curve for Brownian Dynamic simulations
with bulk concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11 showing the liquidhexatic and hexatic-crystalline transition points. For each bulk
concetration, the liquid phase is shown in blue, the hexatic phase is shown
in red, and the crystalline phase is shown in green. Uncertainty ranges are
shown as + markers for the liquid-hexatic phase and x markers for the
hexatic crystalline phase.

potential. The transition point was independent of bulk concentration[14]–[17].
The 3D Brownian dynamics simulations presented here show that at
constant particle-particle and particle-wall potentials, the order-disorder transition
points are dependent on bulk concentration. To the author’s knowledge, this is
the first time precise liquid-hexatic and hexatic-crystalline transition points have
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been determined in 3D Brownian dynamics simulations of adsorption of
repulsively charged particles onto an attractive surface. Larger simulation size
and use of the bond orientational correlation function demonstrates the
importance of the bulk on in the in-plane ordering process of the surface.
The critical effective surface coverage and timestep at the liquid-hexatic
and hexatic-crystalline transition points for each bulk concentration are plotted in
figure 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. For both transition points, the critical effective
surface coverage increases with increasing bulk concentration, while the critical
timestep decreases with increasing bulk concentration. Both trends assist in
offering an explanation of the importance of the bulk on the kinetically-limited
ordering process. At higher concentrations, more particles would be present in
the region directly above the adsorbed surface, leading to two proposed potential
driving factors.
The first proposed driving factor is the rate of particle adsorption. A
competition between adsorption rate and in-plane diffustion occurs. At higher
concentrations the additional particles near the surface cause a faster rate of
adsorption as clearly presented in the adsorption curves. This faster rate leads to
a decreased critical timestep, but could also potentially prevent movement of
particles on the surface into more energetically favorable positions due to
additional particles adsorbing onto the surface. At high concentrations, particle
adsorption interrupts the in- plane diffusion of particles until a critical point is
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Figure 4.3 – Critical effective surface coverage at liquid-hexatic and
hexatic-crystalline transition points for Brownian Dynamic simulations with
bulk concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11

reached forcing the particles into an ordered state. Since all of the transition
points occur at surface coverages significantly higher than the random sequential
adsorption jamming limit and above the proposed order-disorder transition, it can
be assumed that some diffusion of particles on the surface is occurring, but the
diffusion is not occurring fast enough to form an ordered surface before
additional particles are absorbed. The adsorbed particles in simulations with
lower bulk concentrations have more time to diffuse on the surface before
additional
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Figure 4.4 – Critical timestep at liquid-hexatic and hexatic-crystalline
transition points for Brownian Dynamic simulations with bulk
concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11

particles adsorb leading to a lower effective surface coverage at the liquidhexatic and hexatic-crystalline transition points.
The second proposed driving factor is the interaction of the particles in the
bulk close to the surface with the particles adsorbed on the surface. At higher
concentrations, the repulsive interaction between the layer of particles
immediately above surface and those on the surface prevent in-plane diffusion of
some of the particles on the surface leading to further adsorption before order
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occurs. This is an extension of the one-directional average force proposed by
Miyahara et al., which states that there is a critical force required for the last
adsorbing particle to overcome before the order-disorder transition occurs [15]–
[17]. The one-directional average force is calculated as the average force
required by a single adsorbing particle to push particles on the surface. It does
not, however, take into account other particles in the bulk and their help or
hindrance to pushing particles on the surface. At lower bulk concentrations, fewer
particles would be present immediately above the surface, so less effect would
be felt. At extremely low bulk concentrations, the one-directional average force
might be sufficient if a negligible number of particles are present above the
surface. A 3D force balance would be required to test this proposal.
Miyahara et al. completed a probability study demonstrating that the
process during the last adsorption of a particle before ordering is characteristic of
stochastic phenomenon. With respect to the critical timestep, the adsorption
process was reported to have an exponential-type distribution of the probability. It
was determined that it would be difficult to establish a critical timestep for the
disorder-order transition and that the distribution of the critical timestep increases
with decreasing bulk concentration [16], [17]. However, the uncertainty shown in
Figure 4.4, suggests that for bulk concentrations above 0.05, the critical timestep
can be determined, but the stochastic phenomenon prevents determination of a
critical timestep for low bulk concentrations.
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Interestingly, the uncertainty in the critical effective coverage at the
transition points increases with increasing bulk concentration as shown in Figure
4.3. This suggests that for high concentrations, stochastic adsorption occurs
much faster than in-plane diffusion. After a critical time, ordering occurs
independent of effective surface coverage. This trend supports the first proposed
driving factor of the bulk.
The stochastic nature of the adsorption process and the role of the bulk
greatly influence the liquid-hexatic and hexatic-crystalline phase transition points.
For low bulk concentrations, the critical effective surface coverage has low
uncertainty, while the critical timestep does not. For high bulk concentration, the
critical timestep has low uncertainty, while the critical effective surface coverage
does not. These results further exemplify the complex importance of the bulk on
the ordering process.
Using the critical effective surface coverage, a phase diagram can be
constructed as shown in Table 4.2. The larger uncertainty in determining the
transition points for bulk concentration 0.11 is evident in the phase diagram. To
further verify the proposed phase diagram, particle ordering was further analyzed
at 0.82, 0.83, 0.84, 0.85, 0.86, and 0.87 effective surface coverages. For each
bulk concentration, all of the analysis presented was performed using one of the
three Brownian dynamics simulations performed with different initial random
particle placement. The snapshot analyzed was chosen randomly from
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Table 4.2 – Phase diagram for Brownian Dynamic simulations with bulk
concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11
Effective
Surface
Coverage, θ
0.810
0.815
0.820
0.825
0.830
0.835
0.840
0.845
0.850
0.855
0.860
0.865
0.870

Number of
Adsorbed
Particles, n
2017
2029
2042
2054
2067
2079
2091
2104
2116
2129
2141
2154
2166

Φ = 0.11

Φ = 0.09

Φ = 0.07

Φ = 0.05

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

L
L
L
L
L
L

L
L
L

L
L

L
H
L
H
L H C

L
L
L
H

L

H
H
H
C

L
H

H
C
C
C
C

H
H
H

C
C
C

all of the timesteps with the appropriate effective surface coverage. Additional
analysis to ensure the data presented is representative of the system was
performed, but is not presented to avoid unnecessary repetition.
Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show the bond orientational correlation function
for each of the bulk concentrations at increasing effective surface coverages. The
averaged adsorption curves are given for each effective surface coverage for
reference. Figures 4.7 – 4.12 show the corresponding Voronoi diagram and 2D
structure factor for each of the bond orientational correlation functions presented
in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
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At an effective surface coverage of 0.82, the surface order for all of the
simulations are in the liquid phase. At larger effective surface coverage, the
dependence of the bulk on ordering becomes apparent. Effective surface
coverages of 0.84 and 0.85 exemplify this importance. At both effective surface
coverages the simulation with bulk concentration of 0.11 is in the liquid phase,
the simulation with bulk concentration of 0.09 is in the hexatic phase, and the
simulation with bulk concentration of 0.07 is in the crystalline phase during the
adsorption process.
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θ = 0.82

θ = 0.83

θ = 0.84

Figure 4.5 – Bond orientational correlation function for Brownian Dynamic
simulations with bulk concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11 at
effective surface coverages of 0.82, 0.83, and 0.84
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θ = 0.85

θ = 0.86

θ = 0.87

Figure 4.6 – Bond orientational correlation function for Brownian Dynamic
simulations with bulk concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11 at
effective surface coverages of 0.85, 0.86, and 0.87
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θ = 0.82, n = 2042

Φ = 0.05

Φ = 0.07

Φ = 0.09

Φ = 0.11

Figure 4.7 – Voronoi diagram and 2D structure factor for Brownian Dynamic
simulations with bulk concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11 at
effective surface coverage of 0.82 corresponding to the bond orientational
correlation function in Figure 4.5
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θ = 0.83, n = 2067

Φ = 0.05

Φ = 0.07

Φ = 0.09

Φ = 0.11

Figure 4.8 – Voronoi diagram and structure factor for Brownian Dynamic
simulations with bulk concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11 at
effective surface coverage of 0.83 corresponding to the bond orientational
correlation function in Figure 4.5
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θ = 0.84, n = 2091

Φ = 0.07

Φ = 0.09

Φ = 0.11

Figure 4.9 – Voronoi diagram and 2D structure factor for Brownian Dynamic
simulations with bulk concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11 at
effective surface coverage of 0.84 corresponding to the bond orientational
correlation function in Figure 4.5
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θ = 0.85, n = 2116

Φ = 0.07

Φ = 0.09

Φ = 0.11

Figure 4.10 – Voronoi diagram and 2D structure factor for Brownian
Dynamic simulations with bulk concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11
at effective surface coverage of 0.85 corresponding to the bond
orientational correlation function in Figure 4.6
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θ = 0.86, n = 2141

Φ = 0.09

Φ = 0.11

Figure 4.11 – Voronoi diagram and 2D structure factor for Brownian
Dynamic simulations with bulk concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11
at effective surface coverage of 0.86 corresponding to the bond
orientational correlation function in Figure 4.6
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θ = 0.87, n = 2166

Φ = 0.09

Φ = 0.11

Figure 4.12 – Voronoi diagram and 2D structure factor for Brownian
Dynamic simulations with bulk concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11
at effective surface coverage of 0.87 corresponding to the bond
orientational correlation function in Figure 4.7
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4.2. Fast Lubrication dynamics
Previous adsorption studies have ignored particle-particle hydrodynamic
interactions in the bulk stating that particles are kept far enough apart due to the
repulsive electrostatic double-layer or low bulk concentration [14]–[17]. The role
of particle-particle hydrodynamic interactions could however effect in-plane
movement of the adsorbed particle, especially as increased surface coverage is
achieved. The aim of this study is to determine if hydrodynamic interactions
between particles effect the ordering process during adsorption. To the author’s
knowledge, this is the first time particle-particle hydrodynamics interactions have
been included in 3D simulations of significant size to analyze the adsorption and
ordering of repulsively charged particles onto an attractive surface.
4.2.1. Bulk Movement
Given previous literature, it was expected that the addition of particleparticle hydrodynamic interactions would have no significant effect on bulk
movement. For each simulation, the diffusion coefficient was calculated using the
Einstein relation from the mean-squared displacement of particles during the
equilibration step with all periodic boundary conditions [42]. The calculated
diffusion coefficients for the Brownian dynamics and Fast Lubrication dynamics
simulations are given in Table 4.3. Unexpectedly, the addition of particle-particle
hydrodynamic interactions did alter the bulk movement of particles. The Fast
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Lubrication dynamics simulations have bulk movement notably slower than
Brownian Dynamic simulation with the same bulk concentration. As would be
expected, the effect of particle-particle hydrodynamic interactions on the diffusion
coefficient increased with increasing bulk concentration.
Given the diffusion coefficients in Table 4.3, it is expected that adsorption
curves for the Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations will slightly lag the
adsorption curves of the Brownian dynamics simulations at the same bulk
concentration due to a lag in the early diffusion limited adsorption regime. The

Table 4.3 – Bulk diffusion coefficient for the Brownian dynamics
simulations and the Fast Lubrication dynamics simuations calculated
using all periodic boundary conditions

BD 1
BD 2
BD 3
BD 1
BD 2
BD 3
FLD 1
FLD 2
BD 1
BD 2
BD 3
FLD 1
FLD 2
BD 1
BD 2
BD 3
FLD 1
FLD 2

Φ
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11

Diffusion Coefficient, D (nm^2/timestep)
0.001344
0.001307
0.001338
0.001130
0.001140
0.001118
0.000822
0.000826
0.000900
0.000909
0.000906
0.000606
0.000597
0.000670
0.000677
0.000668
0.000407
0.000413
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reduced diffusion means particles adsorb at a slower rate, but after the initial
diffusion limited adsorption regime, the number of particles in the layer directly
above the adsorbed layer is relatively the same for a given bulk concentration
regardless if hydrodynamic interactions are included or not. In the kinetically
limited adsorption regime, particle should adsorb at the same rate observed in
Brownian Dynamics simulations.
If the 2 proposed roles of the bulk in the ordering process suggested in
section 4.1.2 are correct, the decreased diffusion coefficient should increase the
uncertainty in the critical effective surface coverage at the liquid-hexatic and
hexatic-crystalline phase transition points due to reduced in-plane diffusion with
an unchanged adsorption rate when compared to the transition points observed
in the Brownian dynamics simulations at the same bulk concentration. Since the
particles in the layer directly above the adsorbed layer is relatively the same for a
given bulk concentration regardless if hydrodynamic interactions are included or
not at the transition points, only the first proposed driving factor of the bulk would
be effected by the addition of particle-particle hydrodynamic interactions. Any
effect of particle-particle hydrodynamic interactions on the ordering process
should be a result of its effect on in-plane motion, not bulk movement.
4.2.2. Adsorption
One of the adsorption curves for each of the Fast Lubrication dynamics
simulations as well as the Brownian dynamics simulations for bulk concentrations
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0.07 and 0.09 are shown in Figure 4.13. The two Fast Lubrication dynamics
adsorption curves shown are indicative of the adsorption curves for the other
Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations, which have not been shown. As
expected, the adsorption process for the Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations
follows the adsorption process observed in the Brownian dynamics simulation.

Figure 4.13 – Adsorption curves for Brownian Dynamic and Fast
Lubrication dynamics simulations with bulk concentrations of 0.07 and
0.09. For each bulk concetration, the 3 Brownian dynamics simulations
performed with different intial random particle placement as dotted,
dashed, and solid lines in the same color.
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Without detailed analysis of the early diffusion limited adsorption regime, it is
impossible to determine if the slight lag in adsorption is a result of the lower
diffusion coefficient or simply due to the stochastic nature of these simulations.

Table 4.4 – Transition points for Brownian Dynamic and Fast Lubrication
dynamics simulations with bulk concentrations of 0.07 and 0.09.

BD 1
BD 2
BD 3
FLD 1
FLD 2

0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07

LIQUID-HEXATIC
n
Timestep
2043
7.9500E+08
2059
8.8000E+08
2054
8.0000E+08
2066
1.2832E+09
2064
1.2498E+09

BD 1
BD 2
BD 3
FLD 1
FLD 2
BD 1
BD 2
BD 3
FLD 1
FLD 2

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11

2083
2118
2087
2070
2091
2134
2216
2136
2139
2168

Φ

2.3000E+08
4.0000E+08
2.3000E+08
2.8220E+08
4.3340E+08
1.0500E+08
5.0000E+08
1.0000E+08
1.8650E+08
4.4175E+08

HEXATIC-CRYSTALLINE
n
Timestep
2079
1.4000E+09
2085
1.2500E+09
2085
1.4000E+09
2080
1.5848E+09
2079
1.7665E+09
2109
2135
2135
2109
2163
2213
2223
2163
2166
2205

4.1000E+08
6.0000E+08
4.5000E+08
5.3980E+08
1.5832E+09
5.0000E+08
5.8000E+08
1.7000E+08
3.1650E+08
7.7820E+08

4.2.1. Ordering
The bond orientational correlation function as well as the 2D structure
factor was once again used to determine the liquid-hexatic and hexatic-crystalline
transition point during the adsorption process. The number of particles adsorbed,
n, and timestep at each transition point is given in Table 4.4. Data for the
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Brownian dynamics simulations is repeated for convenience. The transition
points for the Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations were determined carefully
and demonstrate the need for multiple analysis methods in determining surface
structure. Distinct grains formed during the adsorption process in some of the
simulations making the bond orientational correlation function insufficient to
determine the transition points on its own. Voronoi diagrams with examples of the
grains formed are shown in Figure 4.14. Additional analysis is necessary to
determine the role of these grains in the ordering process. Additional simulations
would be required to determine if the grain formation is a result of particle-particle
hydrodynamic interactions.

a

b

Figure 4.14 – Voronoi diagram showing grain formation during the
adsoption process in Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations for a) bulk
concentration of 0.09 with effective surface coverage of 0.86 and b) bulk
concentration of 0.11 with effective surface coverage of 0.87
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The critical effective surface coverage and timestep at the liquid-hexatic
and hexatic-crystalline transition points for each bulk concentration are compared
to those from the Brownian dynamics simulations in figure 4.15 and 4.16,
respectively. The trends observed in the Brownian dynamics simulations are also
present in the Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations. The critical effective
surface coverage increases with increasing bulk concentration, while the critical
timestep decreases with increasing bulk concentration. While additional
simulations would be required to determine the uncertainty in the critical effective

Figure 4.15 – Critical effective surface coverage at liquid-hexatic and
hexatic-crystalline transition points comparing the Brownian Dynamic
simulations with bulk concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11 with the
Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations with bulk concentrations of 0.07
and 0.09
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surface coverage at the transition points for the Fast Lubrication dynamics
simulations, the data shown in Figure 4.15 supports the initial hypothesis of
increasing uncertainty when compared to that of the Brownian dynamics
simulations.
The uncertainty of the critical timestep for the Fast Lubrication dynamics
simulations also appears to increase when compared to that of the Brownian
dynamics simulations. In addition, the Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations
appear to require longer timescales to reach the liquid-hexatic and hexatic-

Figure 4.16 – Critical timestep at liquid-hexatic and hexatic-crystalline
transition points comparing the Brownian Dynamic simulations with bulk
concentrations of 0.05, 0.07, 0.09, and 0.11 with the Fast Lubrication
dynamics simulations with bulk concentrations of 0.07 and 0.09
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crystalline transition points. These initial results suggest that the particle-particle
hydrodynamic interactions greatly alter the in-plane diffusion and movement of
particles leading to longer timescales required for ordering and increased
uncertainty in the critical effective surface coverage at the transition points.
Figure 4.17-4.19 compares examples of the Voronoi diagram and 2D
structure factor from the Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations and Brownian
dynamics simulations for each of the bulk concentrations at an effective surface
coverage of 0.84. At an effective surface coverage of 0.84, it is evident that the
Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations follow the same trends seen in the
Brownian dynamics simulations. For both Brownian dynamics and Fast
Lubrication dynamics simulations, the simulations with bulk concentration of 0.11
is in the liquid phase, the simulation with bulk concentration of 0.09 is in the
hexatic phase, and the simulation with bulk concentration of 0.07 is in the
crystalline phase during the adsorption process.
The importance of the bulk on the adsorption and ordering process is clear
in both Brownian dynamics and Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations. Fast
Lubrication dynamics simulations add to the complexity of the bulk’s interaction
with the adsorbed particles on the surface and therefore also with the ordering
process. In both simulations, liquid-hexatic and hexatic-crystalline transition
points are dependent on bulk concentration. Distinct grains formed during the
adsorption and ordering process in the Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations
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suggests that particle-particle hydrodynamics interactions might influence the
mechanism responsible for ordering. Additional analysis of the defect structure
could help identify the role of particle-particle hydrodynamic interactions in the
ordering process. Additional simulations including hydrodynamics with different
solvents would need to be completed before any definitive trends concerning the
role of particle-particle hydrodynamics on the in-plane ordering process could be
stated.
Φ = 0.07, θ = 0.84, n = 2091

BD

FLD

Figure 4.17 – Voronoi diagram and structure factor comparing the
Brownian dynamics simulation with the Fast Lubrication dynamics
simuation for a bulk concentration of 0.07 at effective surface coverage of
0.84
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Φ = 0.09, θ = 0.84, n = 2091

BD

FLD

Figure 4.18 – Voronoi diagram and structure factor comparing the
Brownian dynamics simulation with the Fast Lubrication dynamics
simuation for a bulk concentration of 0.09 at effective surface coverage of
0.84
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Φ = 0.11, θ = 0.84, n = 2091

BD

FLD

Figure 4.19 – Voronoi diagram and structure factor comparing the
Brownian dynamics simulation with the Fast Lubrication dynamics
simuation for a bulk concentration of 0.11 at effective surface coverage of
0.84
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Chapter 5

Conclusions & Future Work

5.1. Conclusions
3D Brownian dynamics and Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations of
electrostatically stabilized nanoparticles onto an attractive surface with varying
bulk concentrations of the nanoparticles in solution were analyzed and the
transition points between between liquid, hexatic, and crystalline nanoparticle
arrays were identified. Previous simulations have shown that tuning particle and
surface potentials, screening lengths, and particle concentrations can lead to
ordering. The Brownian dynamics and Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations
analyzed show that the order-disorder transition is also greatly impacted by the
bulk. For all simulations, adsorption was irreversible and the particles diffused
laterally on the surface. Liquid, hexatic, and crystalline phases were observed in
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both the Brownian dynamics and Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations. Both
simulations also demonstrated that the critical effective surface coverage
required for the liquid-hexatic or hexatic-crystalline transition point increases with
increasing bulk concentration, while the critical timestep decreases with
increasing bulk concentration exposing the importance of bulk concentration in
the ordering process. Fast Lubrication dynamics simulations demonstrate the
complex role of not only the bulk concentration but also the bulk solvent on the
ordering process. Initial results suggest that the addition of hydrodynamic
interactions between particles might increase the stochastic nature of the
adsorption and ordering process requiring several runs to determine the
uncertainty associated with identifying the critical timestep and effective surface
coverage for the liquid-hexatic and hexatic-crystalline transition point. Additional
defect analysis may give insight to mechanisms responsible for ordering.

5.2. Future Work
Additional simulations and analysis would further elucidate the mechanism
responsible for the timing and effective surface coverage required for the orderdisorder transition to occur. The simulations presented varied bulk concentrations
and could be expanded by varying the Debye length, temperature, or surface
potential. As mentioned in the analysis, additional Fast Lubrication dynamics
simulations using the described system as well as systems using different
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solvents are required to understand the role of particle-particle hydrodynamic
interactions on the ordering process.
In addition, simulations could be expanded to more accurately represent
experimental systems. The described system could be expanded by adding
friction to the surface or particle-surface hydrodynamic interactions. Bi-dispersed
or multi-dispersed nanoparticles as well as non-spherical particles could be
simulated. It should be noted that new techniques for determining the liquidhexatic and hexatic-crystalline transition points would need to be developed for
polydispersed or non-spherical particles. The exploration of other particle-particle
potential curves, especially those that that contain local minimums could result in
surface patterns other than closed packed, which is of particular interest to many
industries. Current methods of adsorption onto patterned surfaces could be
improved from simulations leading to pattern optimization and better control of
adsorption.
Additional analysis techniques have the potential to determine the role of
the bulk on the driving factor leading to the liquid-hexatic and hexatic-crystalline
transition. Extending the “one-directional average force” proposed by Miyahara et
al. to include a three dimensional force balance of each system at the liquidhexatic and hexatic-crystalline phase transition could provide significant
understanding of the ordering process.
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